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Good Day, I wanted to add information to my previous reports/comments
on landline phone outages by CenturyLink.  I live in the rural
Jacksonville/Little Applegate area and today, somewhere around 7:00am-
8:00am, we experienced a short power surge after which we lost CL phone
service.  Any functioning backup batteries (Ordered to be in place by the
PUC) and supposed to kick in failed (yet again).  I spent about 1/2 hr on a
CL app on my wifi-only phone but could not locate where to report an area-
wide outage.  I then called the dedicated phone line (844-304-5337) for
reporting outages in the 97530 area and spoke with a heavily accented
woman whom I could hardly understand.  Communication was difficult not
only due to her accent but with the fact that we have to resort to using a
cell phone that is spotty (lots of "can you hear me now?" back and forth)
and is wifi-capable only (no cell out here).

I reported the outage as an area-wide event, repeating that several times,
saying numerous neighbors had texted/emailed me that they, too, were
without any CL landline service.  I was told that "I don't show there are any
outages in your area," I knew this to be untrue.  After 20 mins convincing
her that the problem was NOT my phone inside my house, but rather with
CL cables, lines, connection, junctions, or even non-functioning backup
batteries somewhere down the line, I was given a Case #63363314 and
was told a tech would not be out until Tues, May 30th, between 8:15am-
7:15pm.  When I asked for a ticket #, she said that would be generated in
about 3 mins and sent by email and/or text.  Approximately 1.5 hrs later I
received Ticket #0163899 via text.

Outages of CL landline phone service continue to be serious for us here
because not everyone has a cell phone that may or may not get wifi, even if
they did have wifi.  Today, it was especially critical because there was a
vegetation wildfire reported at 8:55am just a mile up the road.  Had it not
been just a power surge earlier and had it been a full power outage, taking
out wifi as well, we would not have had any way to call for help without
having to leave our homes and drive a minimum of 5 miles to get in range
of the nearest cell tower (Ruch).

I respectfully request information regarding 1) why no backup batteries
were functioning, 2) why CL's internal system continues to have their
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